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Social Media Comments  TWITTER 

FEB 22 
 
Chris Mellinger @cdmellinger  
On my way to #ISLSP18 ! Looking forward to 
meeting colleagues who #teachLSP and involved 
in translation, lang. for special purposes, and lan-

guage programs! 

 
Mary Risner @LangForCareers 
Getting ready for pre-conference workshops to-
day... #teachlsp #islsp18  
 
SeaStarWitch @LisaGator 
@TalkAbroad mentioned in Listening and Trans
-creation #TeachLSP #ISLSP18 
 

 Wowza, we are an amazing group of educators! In Listening 
and Transcreation #teachslp #ISLSP18 @UF  

 
UF LATAM Studies @LatamUF 
The ISLSP/CIBER Business Conference is well 
underway! #ISLSP18 #TeachLSP  

 
Margaret Gonglewski @fraudrg  
Excellent start to #islsp18 with pre-conference 
workshops on this lovely campus! Thanks 
@LangForCareers for organizing!  

 
Gadoeworldlanguages 
@gadoeworldlang 
#islsp18. We are excited to be presenting at this 

year's ISLSP/CIBER conference this weekend about GA's 
ongoing world language initiatives and learning from amaz-
ing colleagues from across the nation on how to best prepare 
students for a global workforce! @georgiadeptofed  

 
Grace Kellermeier 
@GKellermeier 
World Language instructors are always insightful. 
This is a great social media for LSP think tank. 

Thank you for all the ideas! #vcfla #islsp18 #teachlsp  
 
Dr. Mary Risner, doing what she does: organizing a tremen-
dous conference and connecting professionals to share ideas 
and work! Why recreate the wheel!?’ Thanks, Mary. I appre-
ciate you very much, as do colleagues from all over the coun-
try. #vcfla #teachlsp ##islsp18  

FEB 23 
 
Grace Kellermeier 
@GKellermeier 
Marhaba, Buenos Días et Bonjour! Come and take 
advantage the Photo Booth! #vcfla #teachlsp 

#islsp18  

 
Gadoeworldlanguages 
@gadoeworldlang 
#islsp18 Did you know that there are 17 CIBERS 
(Centers For International Business Education 

and Research). Including one at Georgia State University. 
@georgiadeptofed @JNCLInfo @NADSFL @NCSSFL 
@_SCOLT_ @LeadWLanguages @BiliteracySeal  
 
@bobpearson1845 I really enjoyed your presentation at 
#islsp18 Ciber meeting. Very informative!  

 
Sheri Spaine Long @spainelong 
#ISLSP18 Mary Risner opens the IV Interna-
tional Symposium on Languages for Specific Pur-
poses  

 
#islsp18 Bob Pearson talks about “thought leadership” and 
the importance of “influencers”  
 
#ISLSP18 #teachlsp consider stereotypes and criminal 
justice / language course  

 
SeaStarWitch @LisaGator 
Dr. Villalon, Dean of @GlobalGators , welcomes 
educators to #teachlsp #ISLSP18 @UF  
 

How CIBER becomes cyber. Bob Pearson, keynote 
#ISLSP18 #teachlsp @UF  

 
Anita Huang @HLaoshi 
#islsp18 keynote address @bobpearson1845 
digital classroom #language & value of #digital 
media  

 
Chris Mellinger @cdmellinger  
Susana Cisneros and Chance Williams from 
@unccharlotte presenting at #islsp18 on 
Spanish for law enforcement #teachlsp  
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 TWITTER 
FEB 23 cont’d 

 
Grace Kellermeier 
@GKellermeier 
Dinosaurs protect yesterday’s models at all costs. 
Watch out for antibodies! -Bob Pearson, CIBER 

keynote address. Great presentation, this morning. Thank 
you for the tools! #teachlsp #islsp18 @bobpearson1845  
 
LSP-Languageline opportunities, global language interpreta-
tion and translation a booming industry, targeted to various 
industries. #teachlsp #islsp18  
 
Great advice to students and prospective translators from 
Michael Launer of RussTech, focused on specialized transla-
tion from L2 to L1 #vcfla #teachlsp #islsp18  

 
SeaStarWitch @LiaGator 
Our presenter, Beatriz Sedano Cuevas, joins us 
from Spain! MOOCs for LSP @UNED 
#TeachLSP #ISLSP18 @UF @LatamUF  

 
Life goals: cross-disciplinary collaboration for SPs. How do 
you market your class to uni colleagues to create a team pro-
ject to benefit your students? #teachlsp #ISLSP18 @UF 
@LatamUF  
 
Virtual Exchange, Stevens Initiative, presentation. One grant 
benefits Gainesville Sister Cities exchange! @GvilleMen-
nonite #sistercities #teachlsp #ISLSP18 @UF  

 
Sheri Spaine Long @spainelong 
#ISLSP18 discussion of ride a longs for students  
 
#iSLSP18 Henry Shepard, Aspen Institute, show 

language learning through virtual exchange  

 
IIB @ Kelley @KelleyIIB 
Informative session on #Swahili business lan-
guage resources by a fav @IU_CIBER partner. 
#ISLSP18  

 
Chris Mellinger @cdmellinger 
Great day of presentations at #ISLSP18 ! Look-
ing forward to another full day tomorrow!  

 
Margaret Gonglewski @fraudrg 
Today at #ISLSP18 we were inspired to fight 
#fakelanguage, define our field through an Ex-
ecutive Summary for Language for Specific Pur-

poses, and “Move out of your comfort zone and march into 
the offices of those who don’t get what we do”! 
@LangForCareers  

FEB 24 
 
Sheri Spaine Long @spainelong 
B Pearson points out that fake news creates fake 
language. Think about implications for language 
teachers  
 

#islsp18 how does teaching students to be translators mesh 
with current language teaching practice?  
 
#islsp18 virtual exchange for language learning by way of 
the critical pedagogies  
 
#ISLSP18 Annie Abbott calls for the end of apolitical Span-
ish teaching  

 
UF LATAM Studies @LatamUF 
The final day of the ISLSP/CIBER Conference is 
underway. A huge thanks to everyone who has 
joined us for this incredible event! #ISLSP18 

#TeachLSP  

 
Grace Kellermeier 
@GKellermeier 
Dr. Mary Risner and Dr. Mary Long (A long tale 
of two Marys!) #teachlsp #islsp18  
 

What a group of amazing educators with linguistic purpose! 
#teachlsp #islsp18  

 
Rebecca Bellinger 
@GlobalRebecca 
Hope participants at #ISLSP18 got to see 
@profgearhart present on bringing #Cuba 

into the language classroom. @CIBER_USA FDIBs are 
important tools for faculty development. @SmithGlobal-
Biz  

 
Mary Risner @LangForCareers 
Thanks to @GoGlobalED CIBER for bringing 
@bobpearson1845 Great advice for educa-
tors... @MikeShealy #ISLSP18  

 
Chris Mellinger @cdmellinger  
Great panel this morning at #ISLSP18 on so-
cially responsive approaches to #teachLSP  
 

Presenting today at #ISLSP18 on translation studies in 
study abroad curricula #translationstudies #t9n #1nt  
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 TWITTER 
FEB 24 cont’d 

 
Sheri Spaine Long @spainelong 
#ISLSP18 Christina Garcia present Spanish for 
service at SLU  
 

#ISLSP18 dawn slack concerned about how language teach-
ers become the butt of the joke through media images  
 
#ISLSP18 Mellinger speaks of the myths of internationali-
zation  
 
#ISLSP18 @AATSPglobal nice Portuguese LSP presence 
at ISLSP!  

 
Mary Risner @LangForCareers 
Infusing STEM in WL #islsp18 @AATGOnline  

 
Grace Kellermeier 
@GKellermeier 
Anchor and stretch! I anchor in a need and stretch 
to a solution.-Patrick Wallace, GA DOE’s Program 
Specialist for World Languages and Global Work-

force Initiatives @gadoeworldlang #teachisp #islsp18  
 
Conference Chair, Dr. Mary Risner, sharing a conference da-
ta update #teachlsp #islsp18  
 
Thank you for the wonderful luncheon! My former student 
studied, lives and teaches in Gainesville, so was able to stop 
by! Dr. Risner has pulled her in to collaborate, once again. 
#teachlsp #islsp18 #vcfla  

 
Margaret Gonglewski @fraudrg 
Four dynamic #lsp educators at #islsp18 with 
innovative ideas for collaboration with university 
and community orgs! @LangForCareers @actfl 

#Leadwithlanguages  

 
Stacy Amling @stacyamling 
Wish I could’ve attended #islsp18 It looked like 
there are a lot of great sessions.  

 
IIB @ Kelley @KelleyIIB 
So many great sessions at this year’s #islsp18. 
#thankyou!  

 
Chris Mellinger @cdmellinger 
That's a wrap! Thanks to @LangForCareers for 
organizing a great #ISLSP18 conference!  

FEB 25 and on 
 
Ann Abbott @AnnAbbott 
We focus on students' language acquisition but 
rarely consider language ideology acquisition--the 
notions they bring with them to the classroom 
and other ways of thinking about languages and 

language speakers we could help them acquire. Gracias, 
@spainelong #islsp18  
 
I was delighted that my friend Dr. Robin Ragan from 
@KnoxCollege1837 attended and presented at her first 
#islsp18. Her work on interpreting, translation and medical 
SPANISH is solid--and inspiring.  
 
Enjoyed another Languages for Specific Purposes conference 
#islsp18. Many thanks to @LangForCareers Mary Ris-
ner for hosting at @UF. On my way back to @Illi-
nois_Alma.  
 
Many scholars at #islsp18 wrote for Hispania's centenary 
issue: @spainelong @Darcy_Lear Lourdes Sanchez-
Lopez @LangForCareers Carment King de Ramirez, Bar-
bara Lafford, @cdmellinger, and me. (If I missed others, I 
apologize.) Some post-conference reading:  
 
Side benefit of the #islsp18 conference: I feel like tweeting 
again.  
 
If you want to learn more about the role of translation and 
interpreting in LSP, here's an article for you. #islsp18  

 
SeaStarWitch @LiaGator 
Replying to @AnnAbbott: 
I really enjoyed your presentation. You are very 
inspirational. Teach on! #ISLSP18 #TeachLSP  

 
Mary Risner @LangForCareers 
The Power of Language https://
www.linkedin.com/pulse/sunday-musings-power
-language-bob-pearson/ … @actfl #islsp18 

@goglobaled @fraudrg @tarremo @bobpearson1845 
@mikeshealy  
 
#islsp18. Language, careers, virtual exchange @hy-
phenherders @StevensInit @LatamUF @MAKtweet-
er  

 
FFLA, Inc. @FLForLanguages 
FL WL teachers at #islsp18 German & STEM 
Deborah Horzen Nancy Decker. Language Learn-
ing for Business and the Professions  

      @aatgonline  
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FACEBOOK 

Language Learning for Business and the Professions @lang4careers 
 

Feb 22: 
ISLSP Pre-Conference workshops. Mary Long. @fraudrg. 
#teachlsp #islsp18  
 
Nice start to #islsp18 at the welcome reception at Dauer  
Hall seeing old friends and making new ones  
 

 
    Feb 23: 
     Thanks to Leo Villalon for a great UF welcome today at 
     #islsp18 @globalgators  
 
     Day 1 sessions- languages and careers. Thanks to all who shared     
     their expertise today. #islsp18 @goglobaled #teachlsp  
 
 
 

 
Feb 24: 
Panel on socially responsible LSP. #islsp18 Ann Abbott  
Barbara A. Lafford  
 
 

 
    Feb 25 and on: 
     Shared Jackie Bronkie’s Post: #islsp18 
     “Having lunch and language discussions with Grace and  
     Ghayda!” 
 
 

Languages & careers #islsp18 @leadwithlanguages American Council on the Teaching 
of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) University of Florida  
 
 
#islsp18 networking lunch. Connecting Alabama and  
Florida teachers  
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Networking 
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 Thank you for participating this year! 
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V  ISLSP 2020:  

To be held at  

University of North Carolina, Charlotte 

 

 

 

Conference Chair:  

Dr. Michael Doyle 

 

Stay tuned for details... 

2020 Conference 
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